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The mammalian neocortex gives rise to a wide range of mental activities and consists of a constellation of
interconnected areas that are built from a set of basic circuit templates. Major obstacles to understanding
cortical architecture include the diversity of cell types, their highly recurrent local and global connectivity, dy-
namic circuit operations, and a convoluted developmental assembly process rooted in the genome. With our
increasing knowledge of gene expression and developmental genetic principles, it is now feasible to launch a
program of genetic dissection of cortical circuits through systematic targeting of cell types and fate mapping
of neural progenitors. Strategic design of even a modest number of mouse driver lines will facilitate efforts
to compile a cell type parts list, build a Cortical Cell Atlas, establish experimental access to modern tools,
integrate studies across levels, and provide coordinates for tracing developmental trajectory from circuit
assembly to functional operation.The cerebral cortex is a very difficult theme, perhaps the
most difficult study presented to any anatomist; the su-
preme dignity of the organ and the inextricable complexity
of its function would demand a corresponding fabric of
immense complexity, whose threads the most sagacious
investigators will be able to disentangle only partially,
and in which will become constantly entangled and lost,
all those who imagine that nature is capable of developing
multifarious and highly elevated functions by means of
simple mechanisms and schematic formulae.— Santiago
Ramon y Cajal, ‘‘Nuevo concepto de la histologia de los
centros nerviosos,’’ 1892
When the individual develops froman egg, the one-dimen-
sional information contained in the linear sequence of
genes on the chromosomes is somehow translated into a
two-dimensional blastula, which later folds and produces
a precise three-dimensional array of sense organs, central
nervous system, and muscles. Finally, the ensemble inter-
acts to produce behavior, a phenomenon which requires
four dimensions, at the least, to describe. The genes
contain the information for the circuit diagram, but little is
known about the relationship between this primary infor-
mation and the end result.... The problem of tracing the
emergence of multi-dimensional behavior from the genes
is a challenge that may not become obsolete so soon.—
Seymour Benzer, From the Gene to Behavior, JAMA 1971
The neocortex consists of a network of functional areas that
form a representation map of the external and internal world
and orchestrates adaptive behaviors by integrating information
from the sensory environment, internal goals, and memory
(Douglas and Martin, 2012; Krubitzer, 2007). A major objective
of neuroscience is to decipher how the large number and diverse
types of cortical neurons interact to construct connectivity
motifs, circuit modules, processing networks, and higher level
dynamic organizations that underlie mental experience and1284 Neuron 83, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.behavior. As the basic organization of the neocortex is a product
of developmental pattern formation, a satisfying understanding
further entails explaining how the multifaceted yet stereotyped
features of cortical architecture are so reliably assembled during
brain development.
Despite significant progress over the past century and im-
pressive modern tools that allow for high-resolution imaging
and optical control of nerve cells, we have only an incomplete
description of the cellular organization of the neocortex. Al-
though major strides have been made in understanding the
developmental patterning of cortical areas and layers, the prob-
lem of cortical circuit assembly, i.e., how neural progenitors
generate diverse cell types that self-assemble stereotyped cir-
cuit templates and network scaffolds, is far from understood.
Inspiteof its immensecomplexityandsophisticatedoperations,
a key clue to understanding the neocortex is the self-evident fact
that its fundamental plan is encoded in the genome, which directs
the reliable construction of the basic cortical architecture in every
developing fetus. The parallel conservation of genomes, cell clas-
ses, and circuit templates across species indicates the conserva-
tion of genomic regulatory networks and gene expression pro-
grams, which direct the specification of neuronal identities and
their seamless assembly into the stereotyped and species-char-
acteristic cortical edifice. This developmental genetic perspective
provides the rationale for a genetic approach to the cerebral
cortex. By engaging intrinsic molecular mechanisms, genetic
strategies have the inherent potential to reveal cellular andmolec-
ular specificity and can be deployed to penetrate phenotypic
complexity and uncover the organizational logic of the neocortex.
Although the technical merits of genetic methods in neurosci-
ence research are now widely appreciated (Huang and Zeng,
2013), it has yet to be articulated how the intellectual tradition
of genetic analyses may contribute to the conceptual under-
standing of cortical organization. Beyond providing experimental
tools, genetic analyses have been the driving force for discov-
ering the logic of many biological processes, such as embryonic
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the neocortex should be no exception. Two genetic strategies
are especially powerful in exploring biological systems: genetic
screening and fate mapping. These strategies have traditionally
focused on identifying genes and their functional relationships in
a biological process. As cells, not genes, are the basic units of
neural circuits, a genetic approach that exploits gene-based
screening and fate mapping of neuronal cell types should be
highly productive to explore neocortical organization.
In this article, I suggest that with our increasing understanding
of cortical gene expression and conserved neural developmental
mechanisms and in view of the current technology renaissance in
circuit analyses, it is now feasible to launch a systematic genetic
dissection of the cerebral cortex in the mouse, a research pro-
gram that will accelerate understanding its organization, function,
and development. The article begins with a brief review of current
knowledge on cerebral cortex organization and development,
presenting a systems-level context for the rationale of a genetic
approach. This is followedbyabrief account of genetic dissection
of theDrosophilanervous systemandof studiesof sensory-motor
circuits in mammalian spinal cord, where major advances
in knowledge are relevant to exploring cortical circuits. Next I
discuss strategic and methodological issues that are particularly
relevant to cortical circuits and then summarize current progress
and forecast efforts to genetically target glutamatergic pyramidal
neurons (PyNs), GABAergic interneurons, and their progenitors. I
suggest that a surprisingly modest number of strategically de-
signeddriver lines, on theorder of200,will decisively accelerate
progress. Strategic genetic targeting and fate mapping of cell
types will facilitate efforts to compile a parts list, establish exper-
imental access to modern tools, explore mechanisms of cell
identity and diversity, build a cortical cell type atlas, and provide
coordinates for tracing circuit assembly trajectories. Together,
these efforts will better enable us to integrate our studies and
knowledge of cortical development and functional organization.
The Basic Architecture of Neocortical Sheet
An influential model of cerebral hemisphere organization postu-
lates that it contains two major parts: cerebral cortex and cere-
bral nuclei, with the latter divided into striatum and pallidum
broadly defined (Swanson, 2005). Together, cerebral cortex
and nuclei generate a triple descending projection, one glutama-
tergic and two GABAergic, to the brainstem/spinal motor sys-
tems for voluntary control of motivated behaviors (Figure 1A).
Along this triple-projection cascade, the cortex projects topo-
graphically organized excitatory inputs to the dorsal striatum,
which in turn provides an inhibitory projection to globus pallidus.
The dorsal pallidum generates disinhibitory outputs to the brain-
stem motor system as well as to the dorsal thalamus. The dorsal
thalamus provides ordered input back to the whole cortex and
the dorsal striatum. This basic scaffold of a cortico-striatopalli-
dal-thalamus loop is topographically organized at each level
and is regionally differentiated according to the functional repre-
sentational map of the cortex.
The enhanced ability of mammals to explore and exploit their
environment correlates with the expansion of neocortex, where
multisensory information is combinedwith emotive drives and in-
ternal goals to prioritize decision making and deploy advanta-geous actions (Douglas and Martin, 2012). This suggests that
evolution has stumbled on the developmental genetic means
of building a scalable architecture—a set of basic circuit tem-
plates that are duplicated and modified repeatedly to construct
a rather uniform ‘‘isocortex,’’ enabling highly efficient and multi-
faceted information processing (Figure 1B) (Douglas and Martin,
2012). Such a modular strategy conserves the basic functional
architecture on the cortical sheet as it changes size and provides
a means of expanding old cortical areas or incorporating new
areas as animals evolve and adapt in new environments.
The quest to understand the cellular organization of the cere-
bral cortex began over a century ago with Ramon y Cajal (Cajal,
1899), but the sheer complexity of the cortex precluded Cajal
fromdefining a basic circuit, which hewas able to dowith varying
degrees of success in numerous other regions of the nervous
system. Although it had long been suggested that a defined
group of vertically displaced neurons could form basic cortical
units (Lorente de No, 1938), it was not until the discovery of
feature-selective columns (Hubel andWiesel, 1959;Mountcastle,
1957) that the concept of a modular functional organization of the
neocortex was established. Subsequent studies have further re-
vealed parallel and hierarchical subnetworks within and across
cortical layers (Petersen and Crochet, 2013; Yoshimura et al.,
2005). Today, however, the anatomical and physiological sub-
strates of basic cortical circuit modules remain unresolved, as
the cortex is largely a continuous slab of densely packed neurons
from which multiple modules emerge and can overlap on the
same anatomical space (Figure 1C).
Equipped with increasingly powerful imaging and compu-
tational tools, contemporary approaches to cortical circuits
include brute force in silico reconstruction based on single-cell
morphology and physiology data obtained from brain slice
preparations (Helmstaedter et al., 2007; Markram, 2006), efforts
toward complete tissue reconstruction by modern electron mi-
croscopy (Denk et al., 2012), and reverse engineering through
circuit deconstruction and functional interrogation (O’Connor
et al., 2009). An alternative and complementary approach is to
examine the developmental construction of the cortex—a pro-
cess that replays seamlessly in each developing fetus—to
discover the developmental genetic mechanisms and principles
of cortical assembly and organization.
The Developmental Construction of Cortical
Architecture
An appreciation that the organization of the mature cortex
depends on proliferation of germinal cells lining the embryonic
cerebral ventricle began with His (1874) in the late 19th century.
Decades later, the Radial Unit Hypothesis began to provide a
framework for understanding the developmental plan embedded
in the cerebral ventricle (Rakic, 1988). The Radial Unit Hypothe-
sis posits that the ventricle wall consists of proliferative units
from which neuronal progeny are guided by the fibers of radial
glial cells (RGCs) toward the developing cortex in the form of
ontogenetic cohorts (Figure 2) (Rakic, 1988). Because the posi-
tional information of migrating postmitotic neurons is maintained
by radial constraints, the regional organization of neural progen-
itors in the ventricular zone (VZ) projects a protomap for areal
specialization ofmature cortex (Rakic et al., 2009). The discoveryNeuron 83, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1285
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Figure 1. The Basic Architecture of the Neocortical Sheet
(A) The Swanson model of the cerebral hemisphere highlights the elementary
circuit elements characteristic to many cortical areas. It consists of a triple
descending projection to the motor system of the brainstem and spinal cord,
with feedback to the cortex and basal ganglia via thalamus. This elemental
circuit is topographically organized and differentially elaborated in cortical
areas that correspond to sensory, motor, emotive, and cognitive function
(adapted and modified from Swanson, 2005).
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explanation for the radial organization of neocortex at a clonal
level. RGCs in the VZ gave rise to radial clones of excitatory neu-
rons through repeated rounds of asymmetric division (Lui et al.,
2011; Noctor et al., 2001). RGCs further generate intermediate
progenitor cells (IPCs), which move to the subventricular zone
(SVZ) and divide symmetrically one or more rounds, giving rise
to multiple pairs of neurons that migrate to the cortical plate
(Haubensak et al., 2004; Noctor et al., 2004). Because neurons
generated at the same time populate the same cortical layers
with an inside-out sequence (Angevine and Sidman, 1961), the
2D positional information in VZ progenitors is transformed into
a basic 3D scaffold. The areal position of PyNs is defined by
the location of their progenitors, while their laminar position is
determined by the time of their birth (Figure 2) (Kriegstein et al.,
2006; Rakic et al., 2009).
In contrast to glutamatergic PyNs, which originate andmigrate
radially from the dorsal telencephalon (pallium), GABAergic neu-
rons are generated in the ventral telencephalon (subpallium) and
migrate tangentially over a long distance into the cortex (Figure 3)
(Anderson et al., 1997; Batista-Britto and Fishell, 2013; Marı´n
and Rubenstein, 2001; Rubenstein and Campbell, 2013). The
developmental logic for such distinct origins and migration pat-
terns of the two cardinal neuronal classes of the cortex may
reflect a globally conserved strategy of dorsal-ventral patterning
along the neural tube (Jessell, 2000; Kiecker and Lumsden,
2012). The subpallial origin of GABAergic neurons might have
evolved to significantly increase the cellular complexity of the
forebrain by diversifying progenitors within the ventral neuroepi-
thelium along the vastly expanded cerebral ventricle. This may
have necessitated long-distance multimodal migration for sub-
sequent cell deployment and placement in the cortex. Indeed,
GABAergic neurons of different spatial and temporal origin within
subpallium appear to migrate along different routes and with
different schedules to proper cortical areas. They then switch(B) Schematic showing the functional organization of an unfolded cortical sheet
of the right hemisphere and some of its related structures: the cortical sheet
(gray) is surrounded by limbic cortices (brown, e.g., cingulate cortex, insula)
and their associated nuclei (red, e.g., amygdala). The concept presentedhere is
that the components of behavior are systematically distributed across this
regular sheet. Dynamically evolving behaviors are represented schematically
asgraphical structures composedof ‘‘nodes,’’ the regions of activeprocessing,
and ‘‘edges,’’ which represent the axonal communication channels between
active nodes. Multiple behaviors may evolve simultaneously (blue graph),
whereas the red graph represents the various functional relations of the
behavior currently being executed (see Douglas and Martin, 2012, for more
detailed description) (adapted and modified from Douglas and Martin, 2012).
(C) Simplified schematic representation of the neocortical microcircuitry,
including major cell types and synaptic connections. Excitatory neurons and
synapses (V shapes) are in red, and inhibitory neurons and synapses (small
filled circles) are in blue. Dashed circles depict afferent and efferent ex-
tracortical brain regions. Inhibitory synapses onto pyramidal neurons (PCs) are
displayed according to the target domains: axonal inhibition is provided by
chandelier cell (ChC), somatic inhibition by basket cells (BCs), and dendritic
inhibition by double-bouquet cells (DBCs), bipolar cells (BPs), neurogliaform
cells (NGCs), Martinotti cells (MNCs), and Cajal-Retzius cells (CRCs). PCs
projecting to different brain areas reside in different layers: layer 5 PCs project
to subcortical regions such as the brainstem (Bs), spinal cord (SC), superior
colliculus, basal ganglia (BG), and thalamus (TH). Layer 6 PCs project mainly to
the thalamus and claustrum (CL), and PCs in superficial layers project to other
cortical targets, such as neighboring columns and the contralateral cortical
hemisphere. SSC, spiny stellate cell; WM, white matter. (Adapted and modi-
fied from Grillner et al., 2005.)
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Figure 2. Cortical Areal and Laminar Patterning
(A) Inductive signals (i.e., morphogens) secreted from several patterning centers provide positional information for areal patterning along major tangential axis in
the VZ. C, caudal; M, medial; L, lateral; R, rostral.
(B) Ventricular zone (VZ) progenitors located at differentmediolateral and rostrocaudal coordinates express specific levels of TFs, which combinatorially establish
a protomap of cortical areas in the VZ. This protomap is later translated, in part through radial glia cells and their neuronal progenies, into a definitive area map in
the cortical plate (CP). In addition to cortical intrinsic mechanisms, the subsequent areal differentiation patterns are also regulated by extrinsic influences, such as
thalamocortical afferents.
(C) Schematic of a coronal hemisection of embryonic telencephalon at approximately E13, showing an overview of VZ and CP and the pattern of radial migration
of PyNs. The boxed region depicts radial glia fibers linking VZ and CP.
(D) Schematic depiction of radial units and the generation of PyNs that contributes to laminar patterning through an inside-out sequence of radial migration. Radial
glias (RGs) in the VZ produce PyNs and also intermediate progenitors (IPs). IPs establish the SVZ and act as transit-amplifying cells to increase neuronal pro-
duction. Later born PyNs migrate along radial glial processes and pass their predecessors to reach their final laminar destinations. Cajal-Retzius (CR) cells
primarily migrate into neocortical layer I from noncortical locations (parts of B and D are adapted and modified from Greig et al., 2013).
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laminar cues before settling into their appropriate laminar loca-
tions (Bartolini et al., 2013).
Together, current knowledgeon theorigin andmigration of glu-
tamatergic andGABAergic neurons provides a framework for un-
derstanding the overall construction outline of a modular and
scalable cerebral cortex architecture (Lui et al., 2011; O’Leary
et al., 2013; Rakic, 2009; Rubenstein and Campbell, 2013). How-
ever, many developmental studies to date have examined the
formation of cortical areas and layers, but have not addressed
the assembly of cortical circuits, i.e., the specification of diverse
and distinct cell types and the formation of stereotyped connec-
tivity patterns and circuit modules among these cell types.A Genetic Approach Is Necessary to Achieve Cell Type
Resolution for Studying Cortical Circuits
To understand the organization and assembly of cortical circuits,
we need to enumerate its component parts (the diverse types of
cortical neurons), map connectivity across spatial scales at syn-
apse resolution, record dynamic circuit and network operations,
demonstrate causality with respect to mental experience and
behavior, and elucidate multifaceted developmental processes
that are rooted in the genome and shaped by neural activity.
Given the immense complexity of neocortex at each level, the
challenges are monumental. Among these, enumerating cell
types and gaining experimental access to them is of central sig-
nificance and represents a first-order priority. Progress in thisNeuron 83, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1287
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Figure 3. Subpallial Generation and Tangential Migration of Cortical GABAergic Interneurons
(A) A schematic of coronal hemisection through a midgestation embryonic mouse brain, showing in different colors the distinct progenitor cell domains of the
telencephalon and highlighting the approximate expression patterns of selected TFs that are implicated in regulating telencephalic patterning and differentiation.
The dorsal-ventral gradients of GLI3 and SHH signaling contribute to the patterning of progenitor domains along the ventricle wall. AEP, anterior entopeduncular
area; DP, dorsal pallium; LP, lateral pallium; MP, medial pallium; VP, ventral pallium.
(B) GABAergic neurons are generated from MGE and CGE (not shown) and migrate over a long distance to reach piriform cortex (Pcx), neocortex (Ncx),
hippocampus (H), and striatum (Str) (A and B are modified from Marı´n and Rubenstein, 2001).
(C) Schematic showing that migrating GABAergic neurons enter the developing cortex from the marginal zone (MZ) and cortical VZ/SVZ. They then switch to
radial migration to reach their proper laminar destination and integrate with PyNs.
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derstanding cortical network dynamics, and establishing cortical
function through causal neuronal manipulation.
Compared with other brain regions, the neocortex presents
unique difficulties for enumerating cell types and understanding
their organization. Vast numbers of cortical neurons are distrib-
uted across the entire brain surface in multiple layers. These
neurons manifest substantial morphological, physiological, and
molecular diversity, and ‘‘Class’’ boundaries quickly become
ambiguous by most phenotypic measurements (DeFelipe et al.,
2013). Cortical neural connections are often highly recurrent,
originating from and terminating at extensively intermixed cell
populations; thus, it is exceedingly difficult to decipher connec-
tivity patterns with cellular resolution. The function of cortical
neurons is often task- and brain-state dependent, making it
more difficult to define cell types and compare results across in-
vestigators. Currently, there is no consensus on the definition of
specific types of glutamatergic PyNs and GABAergic interneu-
rons (DeFelipe et al., 2013). Thus, the biological basis of neuronal
identity and diversity (beyond empirical description and arbitrary
grouping) remains unsolved, and an overarching classification
scheme toward a cortical cell-type census seems a distant
reach.
As individual cells are units of gene regulation and cell pheno-
types are, to a significant extent, determined by their patterns of
gene expression, genetic approaches are well poised to meet
the technical and conceptual challenges of studying cortical
cell diversity (Huang and Zeng, 2013). The basic tenet of the ge-
netic approach is that, despite the multiple factors that influence
cell phenotypes, certain core features of ‘‘neuronal prototype’’
identity are cell intrinsic, stable, and shaped by developmental
genetic mechanisms that manifest as gene expression programs
or profiles. Although the relationship between gene expression1288 Neuron 83, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.and cell type is by nomeans simple and fully understood, genetic
approaches provide valuable tools for establishing experimental
access to and gaining conceptual understanding of cell types.
Here I suggest that two complementary strategies are especially
useful and timely: gene-based cell screening and progenitor fate
mapping. Because neuronal core identities are often strongly
shaped by their developmental origin, fate mapping will not
only facilitate cell type targeting but also yield major insights
into the mechanisms of neuronal identity and diversity. System-
atic application of these methods will help establish experi-
mental entry points, identify developmental starting points, and
enable tracking the assembly of defined cellular building blocks
into functional cortical circuits.
Although this article emphasizes the genetic mechanisms that
specify neuronal prototypes and direct the assembly of stereo-
typed and species characteristic cortical architecture, this is
not to underestimate the crucial roles of neural activity and expe-
rience in shaping functional subtypes (or ensembles) and in
refining connectivity patterns to ‘‘customize’’ circuit templates
that best suit each individual organism (Ackman and Crair,
2014; Barth et al., 2004; Guenthner et al., 2013). Before delving
into the specific implementation of these genetic strategies, it
is useful to review their applications in ‘‘more advanced’’ genetic
experimental systems.
Genetic Dissection of the Nervous System—Lessons
from Drosophila
After the basic principles of genetic information flow (e.g., the
central dogma of molecular biology) had been established by
the 1960s, several pioneers of molecular genetics turned to the
question of how genes might further specify the complex struc-
tures in higher organisms, including their nervous system and
behavior. Among them, Seymour Benzer pioneered the genetic
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of this approach, he implemented two complementary strate-
gies. First, inducemutations to systematically perturb (and even-
tually identify) genes that contribute to neuronal development
and function, using behavior as the phenotypic screen (Benzer,
1967). Second, generate mosaic individuals to trace the embry-
onic and anatomical substrates of nervous system function and
behavioral phenotypes (Hotta and Benzer, 1970). The essence of
these strategies was to use genes as fine surgical tools to micro-
dissect and fate map the nervous system. These studies gave
birth to the fertile field of Drosophila neurobiology, in which
behavioral mutants provide the experimental entry points to
neuronal cell biology, development, and function.
A unique strength of genetic analysis derives from the use of
genetic screens to systematically identify major components
and their functional relationships in biological systems. This
approach has been the driving force for elucidating the mecha-
nisms of fundamental biological processes, such as the cell cy-
cle (Hartwell, 1991), embryonic patterning (Nu¨sslein-Volhard and
Wieschaus, 1980), and axon guidance (Tessier-Lavigne and
Goodman, 1996). It should be noted, however, that in their
classic implementation, genetic screens are most effective
when phenotypes that are under study are proximal to gene ac-
tions (e.g., cells and development). Behaviors and the nervous
system lie at the higher end of biological organization and are
distant from immediate gene action and mutational impact.
Indeed, although the analysis of behavioral mutants set in motion
genetic studies of nervous systems and established genetics as
a powerful approach complementary to anatomical, physiolog-
ical, and embryological methods, the first two decades of
Drosophila neurogenetics, for the most part, did not (and could
not) address the cellular organization of neural circuits. It took
until the mid 1990s, when reverse genetic engineering allowed
visualization and manipulation of cells (Chalfie et al., 1994),
that the power of the genetic approach to neural circuit analysis
became increasingly apparent.
In recognition of the fact that cells and not genes are the basic
unit of the nervous system, large-scale efforts have been made
recently to systematically generate and screen over 7,000 trans-
genic lines targetingmost, if not every one of the105 neurons in
the fly brain (Chiang et al., 2011; Jenett et al., 2012). In essence,
the aim is a gene-based ‘‘saturation screen’’ of cell types that will
provide tools for assaying and manipulating the function of each
individual neuron with the same facility that geneticists use to
assay the function of each individual gene. In addition, the inven-
tion of sophisticated genetic mosaic tools hasmade possible the
targeting of specific neurons based on lineage and birth order
(Lee and Luo, 1999; Yu et al., 2013). Complete developmental
sequences—revealing the sequential production of all progeny
cell types of several defined lineages—have been determined
(Yu et al., 2010). Efforts are underway to target all1,000 neuro-
blast lineages of the fly CNS, to the end of building a complete
developmental brain map with cell type resolution.
Together, these powerful and systematic tool sets are acceler-
ating progress in studying neuronal diversity and have elucidated
mechanisms and principles underlying the construction and or-
ganization of Drosophila brain circuits. For example, they reveal
the logic and molecular mechanisms underlying highly stereo-typed lineage progression and cell specification (Kohwi and
Doe, 2013; Lin and Lee, 2012). They further demonstrate that
lineage specification of cell fates determines developmental tra-
jectories linking axonal guidance, synaptic specificity, and the
sequential steps that assemble stereotyped neural circuits (Joo
et al., 2013). These advances were made possible by the gener-
ation of strategic and comprehensive genetic toolsets that allow
cell type-, progenitor type-, and lineage-based genetic dissec-
tion of neural circuits (Tuthill et al., 2013; Yu et al., 2009). To
what extent are these principles and experimental strategies
relevant and applicable to studying the mammalian neural cir-
cuits?
Molecular and Systems Analysis of Sensory-Motor
Circuitry—Lessons from the Spinal Cord
In vertebrates, the planning of movements that compose
behavior involves descending commands from multiple supra-
spinal neural networks, but the execution of motor control has
been assigned to neural circuits within the spinal cord (Grillner,
2006). Classic physiological and pharmacological approaches
have provided major insights into the functional organization of
spinal circuits in lower vertebrates, especially central pattern
generators (CPGs), which control the output of motor neurons
that innervate specific muscle groups (Grillner, 2003). However,
classic approaches are limited by difficulties in reproducibly
identifying and manipulating the heterogeneous spinal interneu-
rons in more complex CPGs of higher vertebrates. Defining the
logic of CPG networks and the way in which they integrate de-
scending commands and sensory feedback has been a signifi-
cant challenge. In recent years, efforts to understand the genetic
regulation of neuronal specification and circuit assembly are be-
ing merged with systems approaches to study the organization
of the locomotor network. In particular, genetic manipulations
in mice and zebra fish are facilitating a more precise dissection
of the roles of different cell types in sensory-motor circuitry
and motor behaviors (Goulding, 2009).
Developmental genetics studies over the past 3 decades have
uncovered some of the principles and molecular mechanisms in
the assembly of spinal sensory-motor circuitry (Grillner and Jes-
sell, 2009; Jessell, 2000). Within the caudal segments of the early
embryonic neural tube, neuronal identities are defined by the in-
fluence of a 2D coordinate system of morphogen gradients that
acts on neuroepithelial cells in the ventricular zone. Along the
dorsal-ventral axis, while the Sonic hedgehog (SHH) gradient
establishes the identity of ventral progenitor domains marked
by the expression of homeobox transcription factors (TF),
transforming growth factor b family proteins produce ‘‘dorsaliz-
ing’’ signals that induce several dorsal progenitor domains.
Retinoic acid also contributes to dorsoventral patterning and
subtype identity. Thus, within a generic spinal segment, these
morphogen gradients give rise to multiple dorsal interneuron
progenitor divisions, ventral interneuron progenitor divisions,
and one motor neuron progenitor domain (Alaynick et al.,
2011). As progenitor cells within their respective zones gradually
constrain their fate potential and exit the cell cycle, postmitotic
cells are further diversified by the time/order of their birth, with
each progenitor-postmitotic group marked by a distinctive set
of TFs. Spinal interneurons from common progenitor cells canNeuron 83, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1289
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neurogenic cell division (e.g., Notch-Delta). Endowed with cell
intrinsic programs, postmitotic neurons migrate to their desig-
nated location, acquire proper transmitter properties, express
phenotypic markers (e.g., transmitter biosynthetic enzymes
and vesicular transporters), and establish specific synaptic
inputs and innervations (Arber, 2012; Jessell et al., 2011).
Together, these studies indicate that the core molecular logic
of the assembly of this circuit is rooted in the expression of
TFs specifying the identity of each of the circuit’s component
cell types (Grillner and Jessell, 2009), and fate-specified post-
mitotic neurons acquire intrinsic genetic programs that instruct
their stereotyped and specific connectivity, which influences
motor behaviors (Miri et al., 2013).
Studies of spinal sensory-motor circuits indicate that some of
the core genetic principles and molecular mechanisms of neural
induction, specification, and wiring are conserved from inverte-
brates to vertebrates, and across neural system structures
derived from different rostral-caudal segments of the vertebrate
neural tube (Erzurumlu et al., 2010). On the other hand, cell-
type-targeted genetic dissection of CPG organization, especially
of interneuron networks, is only recent, and the grain of subtype
resolution remains coarse. Currently, rather few examples exist
with firm links between developmental and/or molecular identity
and functional subtype, as assessedby electrophysiology and/or
connectivity patterns (Grillner and Jessell, 2009). Nonetheless,
there seems little doubt that this integration of research programs
on circuit assembly and functional organization will not only pro-
vide experimental access, but also lead to a deeper andmore ho-
listic understandingof themechanismsand logic of spinal circuits
underlying locomotion behavior (Pivetta et al., 2014).
Gene Expression and Developmental Mechanisms:
Basis for a Genetic Approach to Cortical Circuits
The embryonic telencephalon is subdivided into the dorsal (i.e.,
pallium) and ventral (i.e., subpallium) regions, which give rise
to the broadly defined cerebral cortex and basal ganglia, res-
pectively. The pallium is further subdivided into medial pallium,
dorsal pallium, lateral pallium, and ventral pallium, which respec-
tively give rise to the hippocampal formation (limbic lobe), the
neocortex, the olfactory/piriform cortex, the claustrum, and the
basolateral amygdala (Figure 3) (Marı´n and Rubenstein, 2001;
Puelles et al., 2000).
Similar to developmental strategies operating in embryonic
spinal cord, cortical progenitors in different regions of the
ventricle wall respond to inductive signals by expressing distinct
TFs that gradually constrain the developmental potential of cells
in each subregion (Figure 3) (Grove and Monucki, 2013; O’Leary
et al., 2007; Sur and Rubenstein, 2005). In this way, progenitors
at different rostrocaudal and dorsoventral levels acquire distinct
identities and become subdivided along Cartesian-like axes into
specific domains. During cortical areal patterning, two major
patterning centers are the rostral patterning center, which ex-
presses Fgf8 and Fgf17, and the dorsal patterning center
(including the cortical hem), which expresses Bmps and Wnts
(Figure 2). Four TFs, Pax6, Emx2, COUP-TFI, and Sp8, display
graded expression across the embryonic cortical axes and act
to determine the size and position of areas by specifying or re-1290 Neuron 83, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.pressing progenitor identities (Rakic et al., 2009). This general
theme is reiterated to arealize the cortex (Figure 2), with an addi-
tional contribution from thalamic axons that relay sensory inputs
to the cortex (Li et al., 2013).
The dorsoventral patterning of the telencephalon involves
opposing gradients of SHH and FGFs that generate different
progenitor zones at different dorsoventral locations (Figure 3)
(He´bert and Fishell, 2008; Sur and Rubenstein, 2005). These pro-
genitor zones are under the control of a set of homeobox TFs
(Sousa and Fishell, 2010). Together, these progenitor domains
give rise to highly diverse neuronal and glial cell types that
constitute the cortex and basal ganglia (Kriegstein and Al-
varez-Buylla, 2009; Rowitch and Kriegstein, 2010). Therefore,
telencephalic (cortical and subcortical) development follows
the same principles and mechanisms of cell specification and
diversification that operate in other CNS regions, including the
deployment of members of same families of molecular players.
The extensive diversification of cell types appears to be orches-
trated by a surprisingly small number of inductive signals that
control programs of TF expression in progenitor cells (Greig
et al., 2013; Woodworth et al., 2012). The developmental history
of the progenitor, as well as the profile of TFs it expresses at a
given time in development (intrinsic competence), determines
its responsiveness to inducing signals (extrinsic factors).
Beyond these conservations in developmental strategies,
there are several unique features that distinguish cerebral cortex
from other parts of the CNS. For example, the distinctively large
cerebral ventricular zone is spatially organized into several major
territories that generate broad cell classes that populate multiple
cerebral structures (Fishell and Rudy, 2011; Marı´n and Ruben-
stein, 2001). While the pallial progenitors give rise to glutamater-
gic projection neurons in all of the cerebral cortex (i.e., including
hippocampus and certain amygdala regions), the adjacent
lateral ganglionic eminence (LGE) of the subpallium gives rise
to GABAergic projection neurons of the striatum. Ventral and
caudal to the LGE, the medial ganglionic eminence (MGE),
caudal ganglionic eminence (CGE), and the preoptic area
(POA) give rise to GABAergic interneurons that populate the cor-
tex and basal ganglia (Batista-Britto and Fishell, 2013; Gelman
et al., 2012). MGE also gives rise to GABA projection neurons
of the pallidum. The large size, spatial location, and topology
of these progenitor zones necessitate unusual modes of cell
deployment during the formation of cortical circuits (Bartolini
et al., 2013). Namely, while cortical glutamatergic neurons
migrate radially to form the different layers of cortical scaffolding,
GABA interneurons first have to migrate tangentially from their
birthplace to the cortex and subsequently switch to radial migra-
tion to reach their final laminar position. How these apparently
disparate processes coordinate to assemble highly laminated
and intricate cortical circuits is arguably one of the most fasci-
nating questions of brain development.
Compared with elsewhere along the neural tube, the cell
lineages of telencephalon are significantly more complex. For
example, lineage progression includes the insertion of multiple
fate-restricted progenitor stages between stem cells and
postmitotic cells (Figure 2). These intermediate progenitor cells
(IPCs) are generated by asymmetric division of radial glial cells
(RGCs) (Kriegstein et al., 2006; Noctor et al., 2004) and undergo
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rise to pairs of postmitotic neurons. In addition, novel types of
basal RGCs (bRGCs) have been found, especially in primates,
which reside in the outer SVZ (oSVZ) (Hansen et al., 2010).
Furthermore, short neural progenitors (SNPs) are found in VZ
with basal processes that do not reach the pia; they appear
to function like IPCs (Betizeau et al., 2013; Hevner and Haydar,
2012). Together, increased progenitor number and increased
complexity of progenitor types and lineage progression likely
contribute to the vast expansion of neuronal numbers, diversity,
and complexity in the cerebral cortex.
Viewed through the lens of developmental genetic principles,
the vast cellular diversity, stereotyped circuit templates, and
conserved developmental mechanisms of the cerebral cortex
call for a systematic genetic dissection. As a gargantuan multidi-
mensional jigsaw puzzle, patterns of cortical organization may
only be gleaned when multiple sets of interrelated cellular build-
ing blocks are examined systematically. In other words, cortical
circuits are unlikely be solved by piecemeal approaches. Recent
advances in our knowledge of cortical gene expression and
developmental geneticmechanismsmakea systematic and stra-
tegic genetic dissection of the mouse cerebral cortex feasible.
Strategic andMethodological Considerations: AModest
Effort with Potentially Large Impact
In contemplating a systematic genetic dissection of cortical cir-
cuits, it is useful to recognize the convoluted relationship be-
tween genes, cells, and circuits, which raises several strategic
and methodological issues. First, increasing evidence suggests
that gene expression programs underlie core cell identity and
expression profiles correlate with cell phenotypes, but there is
no simple relationship between single genes and individual cell
types. Thus, although genes may be considered the ‘‘silver bul-
lets’’ to target cells, single gene-based approaches (e.g., a gene
promoter-driven Cre transgenicmouse line) inmost cases do not
target ‘‘bona-fide subtypes,’’ as defined by connectivity and
physiological properties (even if specificity can be improved by
Cre-dependent viral vectors that are delivered to restricted brain
regions at a defined time). Intersection and subtraction of gene
expression patterns are expected to substantially improve tar-
geting specificity (Robertson et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2009), but
how effective, practical, and scalable such combinatorial ap-
proaches can be implemented in the mouse remains to be
demonstrated. Second, lineagemechanisms that shape progen-
itor fate are often robust and reliable; thus, fate mapping based
on combinatorial TF expression, temporal competence, and
neuronal birth order is a highly effective strategy to parse pro-
genitor pools, reveal developmental trajectory, and capture
neuronal subtypes (Sudarov et al., 2011). Third, given the diver-
sity of cortical neurons and the indirect relationship between
genes and cell types, genetic targeting needs to be carried out
with a sufficient scale. Only through screening and character-
izing a large enough number of targeted cell patterns, the accu-
mulated resources will begin to represent and reveal multiple
interconnected cell components and allow systematic study of
circuit organization and assembly. The power of this approach
is convincingly demonstrated by recent studies in Drosophila
(Tuthill et al., 2013).Currently, BAC transgenics and gene targeting (i.e., knockin)
are two established strategies widely used for cell targeting in
the mouse. The pros and cons of these two approaches have
been extensively reviewed (Huang and Zeng, 2013). Using the
BAC transgenic approach, the GENSAT project has generated
over 250 Cre driver lines to target neuronal subpopulations brain
wide. Among 100 of these lines that have been more extensively
characterized (Gerfen et al., 2013), 30 show expression in cortex,
and only 10 express in more restricted layers or pyramidal cell
populations. Clearly, it is necessary to target more and more spe-
cific cortical neurons. The main limitation of the BAC approach is
that transgene expression in most cases does not precisely reca-
pitulate the endogenous pattern and often cannot be exactly re-
produced among transgenic lines due to unpredictable genomic
integration sites. Therefore, it is difficult to predict and strategically
design, based on the expression pattern of existing lines, inter-
section-subtraction patterns (e.g., using orthogonal CRE and
FLP drivers) that are necessary to target more specific subtypes.
New methods such as CRIPSR (Cong et al., 2013) may sig-
nificantly improve the transgenic methodology and allow
increasingly precise and rapid genomic targeting of transgenes.
In addition, small enhancer elements have been shown to drive
gene expression in discrete domains in developing telenceph-
alon (Pattabiraman et al., 2014; Visel et al., 2013), and enhancer
trapping can mark neuronal subpopulations (Kelsch et al., 2012).
The main strength of the knockin approach is its precise reca-
pitulation of endogenous patterns and reproducibility in retarget-
ing the same genomic loci. These features enable the strategic
and rational design of combinatorial patterns to target lineages,
progenitor pools, and cell subtypes. They also reduce subse-
quent efforts in the screening and characterization of cell pat-
terns, which are often more time consuming and labor intensive
thanmouse engineering. An excellent example that demonstrates
this important point came from a recent study inDrosophila (often
but not always a step ahead ofmouse genetics): gene targeting of
enhancer elements to the same genomic loci is key for predicting
and achieving specific targeting, through intersection of two
enhancer patterns, of each of the 12 cell types in the lamina
involved motion detection (Tuthill et al., 2013).
Currently, on the order of 160 genes have been found that
express in subpopulations of cortical neurons or their progeni-
tors (see the following sections). We estimate that strategic
design of even a modest number of knockin Cre and Flp driver
lines, on the order of 200, will provide sufficient coverage for
a first-round cell targeting and screening that may transform
the study of cortical circuits in themouse. Given the broad scien-
tific and medical significance of understanding cortical circuits,
this is a surprisingly modest upfront effort that will facilitate and
integrate multiple lines of investigation and have a potentially
large impact. In the following sections, I describe specific imple-
mentations of genetic strategies in targeting glutamatergic PyNs,
GABAergic interneurons, and their progenitors.
Genetic Targeting of Glutamatergic PyNs and Their
Progenitors
Diversity and Function of PyN Subtypes
The neocortex consists of approximately 80% glutamatergic
PyNs and 20% GABAergic interneurons; the ratio varies withNeuron 83, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1291
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Figure 4. Genetic Targeting of PyNs and Fate Mapping of Progenitors
(A) Different types of PyNs represent interareal, interhemisphere processing streams and cortiostriatal, corticofugal output channels. Several major types are
depicted on a schematic sagittal (top left) and coronal (top right) section (adapted from Molyneaux et al., 2007); their laminar location, characteristic dendritic
morphology, and axon projection are schematized in the bottom panel.
(B) Several dozen genes (a few representatives are listed here) show laminar restricted expression, but whether these mRNA expression correlate with PyN
subtypes is mostly unknown. Combinatorial genetic targeting by intersection (AND) and subtraction (NOT) of expression patterns may identify and capture
specific PyN subtypes.
(C) All PyNs are generated from neural progenitors (e.g., RGCs, IPCs), but the lineage progression from progenitors to PyN subtypes is not well understood. It is
unclear whether the same progenitor can generate all subtypes or there exist fate-restricted progenitors for certain subtypes.
(D) Genetic fate mapping using temporally controlled, and lineage-restricted combinatorial TF drivers may clarify lineage progression and enable tracking the
developmental trajectory of PyN subtypes.
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recently, the conventional wisdom has been that GABAergic
neurons, although a minority, contribute to much of the cellular
heterogeneity of the cortex (Markram et al., 2004). On the other
hand, despite their abundance, PyNs have often been thought
to be relatively homogeneous and had been broadly classified
according to their laminar locations. However, it is increasingly
evident that PyN heterogeneity has been grossly underestimated
(Sorensen et al., 2013).
One of the most defining features of PyNs is their axonal pro-
jection patterns. This hodology-based classification can parse
PyNs into several major groups (Figure 4) (Fame et al., 2011; Mo-
lyneaux et al., 2007; Shoemaker and Arlotta, 2010). For example,
PyNs that project to subcortical and subcerebral regions are1292 Neuron 83, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.broadly defined as ‘‘corticofugal projection neurons.’’ These
are typically located in deep cortical layers. This broad group in-
cludes corticothalamic and corticoclaustral projection neurons,
which are generally found in layer 6 and consist of multiple sub-
types that project to different thalamic nuclei and claustrum,
respectively. In addition, subcerebral projection neurons
(SCPNs, also known as pyramidal tract or PT neurons) are
located in layer 5B of different areas and project to the spinal
cord, the superior colliculus, and other targets in the brainstem
and below the brain, respectively (Molyneaux et al., 2007).
SCPNs consist of multiple subpopulations such as corticospinal
motor neurons, corticotectal projection neurons, and each
of these populations can be further divided into additional
subclasses.
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broad class of commissural projection neurons project to the
contralateral cerebral hemispheres through the corpus callosum
or the anterior commissure (Molyneaux et al., 2007). Among
these are diverse populations of callosal projection neurons
(CPNs, also known as intertelencephalon or IT neurons), primar-
ily located in layers 2/3 and 5 and in smaller numbers in layer 6.
Although all CPNs extend axons through the corpus callosum,
they can be further classified based on complex projections to
the ipsilateral and contralateral striatum and to other ipsilateral
cortical areas (Molyneaux et al., 2007, 2009). In addition, a
broad class of associative projection neurons (APNs) project
to other areas within the same hemisphere (Molyneaux et al.,
2007). Given the number of cortical areas and their potential
connectivity, the number of APN subtypes is likely to be large,
especially in higher species. Therefore, if one defines neuron
types according to axon projection and target innervation, the di-
versity of PyN subtypes is estimated to be very large and likely
exceeds that of GABAergic interneurons.
Recent studies combining retrograde labeling, electrophysi-
ology, and optogenetic manipulation in brain slices, and in rare
cases in vivo single cell reconstruction, have begun to reveal
that multiple cell properties correlate with axon projections.
These include (1) sublaminar location, (2) dendritic morphology,
(3) intrinsic and synaptic properties, and (4) local connectivity
patterns (Brown and Hestrin, 2009; Groh et al., 2010; Ober-
laender et al., 2011). In addition, a single PyN may extend
multiple collaterals to different combinations of cortical and
subcortical targets, thus further diversifying each PyN population
(Kita and Kita, 2012). Importantly, studies in several cortical
areas demonstrate specific and often hierarchical connectivity
between subtypes of PyNs, which reflects the long range targets
of both the presynaptic and postsynaptic neurons (Hirai et al.,
2012; Kiritani et al., 2012; Kubota et al., 2011; Yamashita et al.,
2013; Yoshimura et al., 2005). These results, obtained with admi-
rable and often painstaking efforts usingmostly classicmethods,
give another glimpse of the potentially vast PyN diversity.
Together they suggest that diverse and intermingled subsets of
PyNs form multiple specific and hierarchical subnetworks of in-
formation processing, with distinct output channels to cortical
and subcortical targets that subserve sensory, motor, cognitive,
and emotional functions.
The Severe Lack of Genetic Tools for PyN Subtypes
Despite their functional significance, the lack of specific and
effective genetic tools to target PyN subtypes has severely
limited the study of their functional organization and deve-
lopmental assembly. Although multiple transgenic lines label
relatively broad populations of PyNs, only a few are restricted
to subpopulations (Gerfen et al., 2013), especially when defined
by multiple phenotypic criteria. Thus, until recently, it has been
difficult to reliably visualize specific subtypes for high-resolution
anatomical reconstruction in vivo, to perform targeted physio-
logical recording and imaging in behaving animals, and to
manipulate their activity for establishing functional roles in
behavior. In addition, the developmental origin and trajectory
of PyN subtypes are not well understood, in part due to a lack
of genetic tools to fate-map progenitors and track their differen-
tiation toward mature subtypes.Gene Expression and Developmental Specification:
Feasibility of a Systematic Genetic Targeting of PyN
Subtypes and Progenitors
Two lines of research in the past few years have substantially
advanced our knowledge in the molecular biology of PyNs. First,
several approaches of transcription profiling begin to define a
set of genes that are differentially or specifically expressed in
restricted populations of PyNs. While laminar-based transcrip-
tome analysis listed several thousand genes that show complex
expression among multiple cortical layers, axon projection-
based gene profiling has revealed a much smaller set with
more restricted laminar and sublaminar expression (Arlotta
et al., 2005; Molyneaux et al., 2009). A particularly informative
study combined data mining of genome scale cell-resolution
in situ hybridization, coexpression or mutual exclusion analysis
by double in situ, and correlation with axon projection targets.
This study identified 60 genes in mouse primary somatosen-
sory cortex; each showed laminar or sublaminar specific expres-
sion, and many of these further correlated with defined axon
projection patterns (Sorensen et al., 2013). All together, studies
to date have identified several dozen to less than 100 genes,
which individually shows laminar or sublaminar expression likely
in a subset of PyNs in mouse cortex (Fame et al., 2011; Moly-
neaux et al., 2007; Sorensen et al., 2013). It remains unclear
whether any of these genes, individually or in combination, label
specific PyNs subtypes defined by hodology and connectivity.
Nevertheless, this relatively small set provides a feasible starting
point for more systematic genetic targeting and screening of
PyNs subtypes.
More importantly, developmental studies over the past
decade have defined a set of TFs that act combinatorially and
sequentially in progenitors and postmitotic states to progres-
sively restrict fate potential and specify PyN subtypes (Greig
et al., 2013). PyNs progressively acquire distinct identities along
three developmental axes: time, subtype differentiation, and
area differentiation. To date, on the order of 25 TFs have
been implicated in the specification of PyN subtype and area
identity, and a similar number of genes mark subsets of postmi-
totic PyNs (Woodworth et al., 2012; Greig et al., 2013). For
example, a small set of mostly homeobox TFs (e.g., Pax6,
Emx2, Lhx2, Foxg1) are induced in pallial neuroepithelial cells
and subsequently in RGCs by morphogens. Importantly, several
pairs of TFs are expressed as opposing gradients along the
ventricle wall (e.g., Pax6-Emx2, CoupTf1-Sp8; Figure 2). These
progenitor-based mechanisms may establish a coordinate
system along the ventricle wall that anchors area identity to spe-
cific rostrocaudal and mediolateral locations, thereby setting up
a ‘‘progenitor protomap,’’ which is then translated to neuronal
progeny in the cortex (O’Leary et al., 2007; Rakic et al., 2009)
(Figure 2). There is evidence that RGCs in the VZ are divided
into at least two partially fate-restricted lineages by as yet un-
identified molecular controls (Franco et al., 2012; but see Guo
et al., 2013). Subsequently, proneural genes of the bHLH family
(Ngn1,2) promote neurogenesis from RGCs in the VZ and from
IPCs in the SVZ. Postmitotic neurons often retain significant
plasticity toward their mature identities; TFs in these young neu-
rons direct further subtype specification in part through sequen-
tial cross-repression of alternative fates. Finally, postmitoticNeuron 83, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1293
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tion inherited from progenitors into sharp areal boundaries, in-
structing the formation of sensory maps and directing projection
neurons to acquire areal appropriate phenotypic characteristics,
guided in part by LIM homeobox and basic helix-loop-helix
(bHLH) TFs. Together, these studies begin to provide insight
into the ‘‘molecular logic’’ underlying PyN specification and sug-
gest that a set of key progenitor and postmitotic regulators gate
sequential developmental decisions (Greig et al., 2013). This
knowledge provides entry points and rationale for combinatorial
targeting of progenitor pools and fate mapping of subtypes.
In summary, recent studies have identified 120 genes with
sufficiently restricted expression or defined roles in PyN devel-
opment. Although future studies will continue to expand and
refine this list, the current list is sufficient and manageable for
initiating a systematic targeting of PyN subtypes and progeni-
tors. A key strategy is to target developmental genetic mecha-
nisms, such that a relatively small number of Cre and Flp drivers,
when properly combined, can capture a large number of progen-
itor states and cell subtypes. In addition, engaging molecular
players of progenitor temporal identity, neuronal birth timing,
and cell cyclemachinerymay sharpen the targeting of progenitor
pools and neuronal subtypes. Together, these considerations
suggest that a systematic targeting and screening of cortical
PyNs is feasible. Using these strategies, an effort supported by
the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH R01 website) is
well underway to target PyN subtypes and progenitors by gener-
ating approximately two dozen Cre and Flp knockin driver lines
(Z.J. Huang laboratory at the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory,
P. Arlotta laboratory at Harvard University, with support led by
H. Zeng from Allen Institute for Brain Science).
Diverse PyN subtypes project to distinct cortical and subcor-
tical targets, each likely representing a stream of information
processing or output channel that carries a specific behavioral
command. PyN subtypes in turn receive specific excitatory,
inhibitory, and modulatory inputs from diverse cortical and
subcortical sources that convey sensory information, motor
feedback, and emotional and mood states (Douglas and Martin,
2012; Hawrylycz et al., 2012). A systematic genetic targeting of
PyNs will begin to reveal, with cellular resolution, the numerous
processing streams within the cortex and input-output channels
to and from the cortex. This will facilitate the investigation of the
fundamental role of the cerebral cortex within the large frame-
work of CNS architecture and function.
Genetic Targeting of GABAergic Interneurons and
Progenitors
Diversity of GABAergic Interneurons
Although a minority, GABA interneurons are crucial in regulating
the balance, flexibility, and dynamic operations of cortical cir-
cuits (Kepecs and Fishell, 2014; Klausberger and Somogyi,
2008; Markram et al., 2004). These inhibitory interneurons
consist of a rich array of subtypes with distinct connectivity pat-
terns, physiological properties, and gene expression profiles
(DeFelipe et al., 2013). The diverse intrinsic and synaptic proper-
ties of interneurons generate a rich repertoire of inhibitory output
patterns (Jonas et al., 2004). Their input patterns ensure differen-
tial recruitment, and their innervation patterns allows strategic1294 Neuron 83, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.distribution of inhibitory outputs to selected laminar, cellular,
and subcellular targets (Buzsa´ki et al., 2004; Huang et al.,
2007; Somogyi et al., 1998). Interneurons further generate
various forms of network oscillations that provide spatiotem-
poral frameworks to dynamically organize neural ensembles
(Bartos et al., 2007; Buzsa´ki and Wang, 2012; Klausberger and
Somogyi, 2008). The diversity of GABAergic interneurons may
impart immense capacity and flexibility for simultaneous pro-
cessing of multiple features in a ‘‘generic’’ cortical microcircuit
template andmay shape optimal PyN ensembles that coordinate
multiple internal drives and changing sensory inputs.
Since the early 80s, anatomical, neurochemical, and electro-
physiological studies have accumulated valuable knowledge
on correlated phenotypic properties of multiple classes of
cortical interneurons (Figure 5). In addition, developmental ge-
netic studies from the late 90s have discovered their subpallial
origin (Figure 5) (Anderson et al., 1997; Batista-Britto and Fishell,
2013; Gelman et al., 2012) and multimodal migration and have
begun to reveal the underlying molecular mechanisms (Bartolini
et al., 2013). Together this knowledge defines a set of molecular
markers for mature interneuron populations and TFs that demar-
cate embryonic progenitor domains. However, until recently, it
has been unclear whether and to what extent these molecular
markers delineate cell types as defined by connectivity, physio-
logical properties, and behavioral function. It is also unclear to
what extent TF expression patterns define progenitor pools.
First-Round Genetic Targeting: Linking Anatomical-
Physiological Subtypes to Network-Behavioral Function
Knowledge gained from classic anatomical, neurochemical, and
physiological studies provided the basis for a first-round genetic
targeting of major cortical GABAergic neuron populations and
lineages (Fogarty et al., 2007; Meyer et al., 2002; Stu¨hmer
et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2008). In particular, a systematic effort
has generated a set of20 Cre knockin driver lines and is rapidly
accelerating progress in studying cortical interneurons at multi-
ple fronts (Taniguchi et al., 2011).
Althoughmany of the current GABA drivers each includesmul-
tiple subtypes, a combination with Cre-dependent viral vectors
applied to defined cortical locations can often achieve sufficient
cell restriction to yield interpretable results. Using this approach,
numerous recent studies begin to link cell populations previously
defined by molecular markers, connectivity patterns, and physi-
ology properties to their roles in circuit operations and behavior
(Figure 6). For example, the parvalbumin (PV)-positive fast-
spiking interneurons innervate the perisomatic region of PyNs
and regulate the temporal precision of inputs, gain control, and
network gamma oscillations (Cardin et al., 2009; Isaacson and
Scanziani, 2011). A set of superficial layer somatostatin (SOM)-
positive interneurons (likely Martinotti cells) in the primary visual
cortex innervate the distal dendrites of PyNs and contribute to
spatial summation by regulating PyNs’ surround suppression
(Adesnik et al., 2012). A set of superficial layer vasoactive in-
testinal peptide (VIP)-positive interneurons constitute a disinhibi-
tory circuit, which is recruited by long-range reinforcement
signals and preferentially suppress SOM interneurons, thereby
increasing the gain of a subpopulation of PyNs (Fu et al., 2014;
Lee et al., 2013; Pfeffer et al., 2013; Pi et al., 2013). In the hippo-
campus, a subset of cholecystokinin (CCK)-positive interneurons
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Figure 5. Genetic Targeting of GABA Subtypes and Fate Mapping of GABA Progenitors
(A) A generic diagram depicting several subtypes of GABAergic interneurons, with their characteristic cellular and subcellular targets, andmolecular markers. The
soma location of these interneurons is not accurately represented. AAc, alpha-actinin-2; CR, calretinin; ISC, interneuron selective cell; LPC, long projection cell;
VIP, vasoactive intestinal polypeptide; NPY, neuropeptide Y; SPR, substance P receptor. Other abbreviations are the same as in Figure 1.
(B) Neurochemical markers expressed in cortical GABAergic neurons. No single markers correlate with any individual morphophysiological GABA subtypes
depicted in (A); a combination of two or more markers may significantly increase the correlation. Except for PV, SOM, 5-HT3aR, the size of other shapes rep-
resented by a marker does not accurately correlate with the proportion of the marked cell population.
(C) Strategies for combinatorial targeting of GABAergic cell types. (Top) Intersection of SOM and CR likely target MNC, whereas intersection of SOM and nNOS(I)
likely target LPC. (Bottom) Intersection of Ascl1 (TF of a population of IPCs) and PV likely target BSCs in different cortical layers depending the embryonic in-
duction time of the Ascl1 driver.
(D) Schematic of subpallium progenitor domains in an embryonic brain and their flat sheet view. Spatial axis are C, caudal; D, dorsal; R, rostral; V, ventral.
(E) TFs expressed in LGE, MGE, POA. No single TF defines a progenitor subdomain in MGE. Combinatorial targeting with two TFs may capture subdomains of
MGE and different progenitor types.
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forward inhibition to control the coincident excitation of CA1
PyNs by convergent entorhinal perforant path (PP) and SC
inputs. The temporally precise pairing of PP and SC inputs sup-
presses SC-associated CCK interneurons and provides a heter-
osynaptic learning rule for gating information flow through hippo-
campal circuits (Basu et al., 2013). Together, these studies begin
to provide compelling evidence that phenotypically diverse inter-
neurons do not reflect a continuum with no definable class
boundary and distinct functions (Ascoli et al., 2008). Instead
they comprise highly distinct cell types, each likely representing
a discrete ‘‘circuit motif’’ with characteristic connectivity pattern,
physiological properties, and network function in behavior.
Tracing the Developmental Origin of Subtype Identity—
The Case of Chandelier Cells
A fundamental issue in understanding GABA interneurons, and
cortical neurons in general, concerns the developmental origin
of cell type identity and diversity. There has been continuingdebate on what constitutes an interneuron type (DeFelipe
et al., 2013) and to what extent the phenotypic descriptions
that are used to empirically distinguish cell populations reflect
intrinsic biological processes, such as developmental program-
ming and/or learning induced functional specialization. This is in
part due to the difficulty in tracking the developmental history of
any distinct interneurons, from their origin to their maturation and
integration into the cortical network. Recent study of the axo-ax-
onic/chandelier cell (ChC) begins to provide insight and an
experimental system.
ChCs innervate the axon initial segment (AIS) of PyNs and are
themost distinctive cortical interneurons that likely control action
potential initiation in PyNs (Somogyi, 1977). Using an inducible
Nkx2.1 (a homeodomain TF) knockin driver, fate mapping and
transplantation experiments demonstrated that ChCs derive
from Nkx2.1+ progenitors in the late embryonic ventral germinal
zone (a remnant and extension of MGE) (Taniguchi et al.,
2013; also see Inan et al., 2012). Young ChCs migrate with aNeuron 83, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1295
Figure 6. Different Types of GABA
Interneuron Types Contribute to Distinct
Cortical Circuit Modules
Although each molecular marker (PV, SOM, VIP,
CCK) and the corresponding mouse driver line
target several cell types, a combination with viral
approaches begins to enable multiple studies to
reveal that interneurons with defined molecular
characteristics, connectivity pattern, and physio-
logical properties contribute to distinct circuit
operation and behavioral function. Only the key
features of cellular and subcellular connectivity are
depicted for each cell type (see the text for a
detailed description).
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locations before establishing specific innervation of PyN AIS
(Figure 7) (Taniguchi et al., 2013). It remains to be examined
whether and to what extent other interneurons also acquire their
core identities through lineage and birth-timing mechanisms and
whether they are similarly endowed with cell-intrinsic programs
that contribute to their subsequent laminar deployment and inte-
gration into destined cortical networks.
In the context of cortical circuit assembly, the exquisite speci-
ficity of ChC innervation to PyN AIS represents probably one of
the most definable ‘‘cortical modules’’ (Figure 7). Combinatorial
fate mapping (e.g., by intersection of two TF patterns; Figure 5)
may further refine the developmental origin and address the ques-
tion of whether there might be fate restricted ‘‘ChC progenitor
pools.’’ It is likely that other interneuron subtypes, once ‘‘purified’’
by genetic targeting, will provide equally robust experimental sys-
tems that allow investigators to discover their specification, areal
and laminar deployment, characteristic connectivity, learning-
induced plasticity, and functional roles in circuit operations. To
achieve these, it is necessary to increase both the scale and the
precision of cell targeting.
Toward a Census of Cortical GABAergic Neurons
It is increasingly evident that the cortex contains many, but not
infinitely many, classes of GABAergic neurons. To achieve a
comprehensive understanding of their organization, future effort
should aim to target most if not ‘‘all’’ major GABAergic subtypes.
Although ambitious, the following considerations suggest that
this is a propitious time to initiate such an effort.
What is the magnitude of cortical ‘‘GABA diversity’’? The
modular organization of the neocortex suggests that there are
likely a definable number of ‘‘GABA prototypes’’ that constitute
the generic components of local circuit templates. These proto-
types may be more subtly modified (e.g., in their recruitment,
neuromodulation) across multiple layers and areas. Thus, one
level of the apparent interneuron diversity may be reducible to
a systematic variation of a much smaller number of GABA proto-
types (e.g., dozens but not hundreds). In the CA1 regions of the
hippocampus, the archicortical region of the cerebral cortex,
more than 20 types of interneurons have been convincingly
defined (Klausberger and Somogyi, 2008). These likely represent
a significant fraction, if not the majority, of CA1 interneurons. If
one compares CA1 with a cortical layer (excluding layer 1), a1296 Neuron 83, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.parsimonious estimate would propose several dozen, but not
over a hundred, cortical GABA neuron prototypes.
How to account for ALL cortical GABAneurons? This issue can
be considered from two complementary perspectives. From the
perspective of molecular expression in mature neurons, by defi-
nition all GABAergic neurons express GABA synthetic enzymes
(Gad1, Gad2) and vesicular transporter (vGAT). Furthermore,
several molecular markers appear to subdivide the majority, if
not all, of GABA populations that broadly correlate with their
origin from MGE-POA (PV, SOM) versus CGE-LGE (5-HT3aR)
(Fishell and Rudy, 2011; Lee et al., 2010) (Figure 5). In addition,
extensive neurochemical studies have characterized combinato-
rial cellular expression patterns of several dozen genes across
GABA populations (Gonchar et al., 2007; Kubota et al., 2011;
Xu et al., 2010). Together this information provides a valuable
initial guide to target all GABA neurons, major populations, and
to parse them into multiple subgroups based on differential
expression of two to three markers. From the perspective of
developmental origin, most, if not all cortical, GABA neurons
are generated from several subpallial domains defined by TF
expression in MGE-POA (Nkx2.1) and LGE-CGE (Prox1,
CoupTFI) (Flames et al., 2007; Kessaris et al., 2014; Long et al.,
2009) (Figure 5). This provides another approach to account for
and target allGABAneuronsbygenetic fatemapping (seebelow).
How can these subtypes be assessed and discovered?
Fortunately, 4 decades of anatomical, neurochemical, and phys-
iological studies, recently facilitated by genetic access, have
accumulated a substantial knowledge base. Although far from
complete, this information and the continuing effort will cross-
validate and synergize with a larger scale genetic targeting effort.
The best example again comes from current understanding of
interneurons in the hippocampal CA1 region. Highly distinct in-
terneurons have been identified based on integrated morpho-
physiological and molecular data and, in some cases, functional
roles in network oscillation (Somogyi et al., 2014). More recent
studies begin to link these subtypes to their developmental origin
(Tricoire et al., 2011). Together this information will guide the
strategic design of combinatorial genetic schemes and provide
a work-draft reference system for cross-validation of cell tar-
geting in the hippocampus and neocortex. In turn, reliable ge-
netic access will accelerate data accumulation and integration
across investigators. This new wave of more comprehensive,
Figure 7. Genetic Fate Mapping Allows Tracking the Developmental
Trajectory of ChSs
ChC identity (green) is specified from Nkx2.1+ progenitors (filled green circles)
at the time of neurogenesis. YoungChCs appear to take stereotyped route and
schedule in their migration and laminar deployment, before achieving specific
innervation at axon initial segment of PyNs (red), which are generated from
progenitor along the dorsal ventricle wall (filled red circles).
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previous knowledge and fuel the systematic discovery of novel
GABA types. Therefore, an iterative process of genetic targeting
and characterization by multiple molecular, anatomical, physio-
logical methods are likely feasible to validate bona fide subtypes
and build an increasingly comprehensive GABA cell type census.
In the following, I describe two approaches toward this goal.
Combinatorial Targeting of GABA Subtypes
MGE Subtypes. By several estimates, the MGE gives rise
to >60% of cortical interneurons (Kessaris et al., 2014; Rudy
et al., 2011). Like classifying PyNs subtypes, a useful scheme
to parse these interneurons is based on hodology. Unlike PyNs
that project to distant cortical and subcortical locations, different
subtypes of MGE interneurons differentially innervate each of the
major subcellular compartments, from apical tuft to AIS, thus
‘‘tiling’’ the PyN postsynaptic surface. At the other end of spatial
scale, long-projection GABA neurons control distant cell popula-
tions in other cortical areas and possibly subcortical structures
(Tomioka et al., 2005). Regarding molecular markers, although
several MGE groups are among the best characterized, it is
increasingly clear that the correlation between bona fide (mor-
phophysiological) subtypes and single gene markers is far
from perfect. For example, PV is considered the best molecular
correlate to fast-spiking basket cells, yet it also includes ChC
(Taniguchi et al., 2013) and a population expressing neuronal ni-tric oxide synthase (nNOS) (Perrenoud et al., 2012), a marker for
long-projection GABA neurons. The SOM group is even more
heterogeneous, including apical dendrite-targeting Martinotti
cells (likely calretinin+), long-projection neurons (nNOS+), layer
4 disinhibitory cells (Xu et al., 2013), and likely other unknown
types. Thus, numerous other subtypes, e.g., those that target
different dendritic segments of PyNs, remain to be defined. It
is likely that a combination of two or three markers will substan-
tially further stratify these populations (Figure 5). The extent to
which thesemolecular subgroups correspond tomorphophysio-
logical subtypes can be tested by combinatorial targeting with a
rather small number of strategically designed Cre and Flp drivers
and appropriate reporter lines and viral vectors (Fenno et al.,
2014) (Figure 5).
Laminar Subtypes. A defining feature of the neocortex is its
multilaminated architecture compared with other cortical re-
gions such as the hippocampus and basalateral amygdela. PV
fast-spiking basket cells in different cortical layersmay represent
variations of a common prototype, as they receive different in-
puts and innervate different populations of PyNs. Although it
would be very useful to have specific experimental access to
PV cells in different cortical layers, no laminar specific markers
for PV, or any major GABA population, have been reported.
Since the birth timing of MGE interneurons is a major determi-
nant of their laminar settlement (Miyoshi et al., 2007), a genetic
strategy that engages this mechanism is a promising approach.
For example, early or late induction of an Olig2-CreER driver la-
bels either infragranular or supragranular interneurons, respec-
tively, but each population consists of mixed PV and SOM cells
(Miyoshi et al., 2007). A simple subtraction of SOM or intersec-
tion with PV expression would lead to ‘‘purification’’ PV cells in
restricted cortical layers. Such a strategy can be achieved by
combining a proper CreER with a SOM-Flp or PV-Flp driver
and an appropriate reporter (Figure 5).
CGE Subtypes. CGE-derived populations contribute to 30%
of cortical interneurons (Rudy et al., 2011). A defining feature of
this diverse population is their expression of the 5-HT3a receptor
(Lee et al., 2010), the only fast-acting ionotropic 5-HT receptor
among the seven family members. In fact, other fast-acting neu-
romodulatory receptors are also expressed in CGE interneurons
(e.g., nAchR). Thus, a common theme of CGE interneurons
may be their rapid regulation by neuromodulation and brain
states. Importantly, CGE interneurons contain populations that
specialize in controlling other subsets of inhibitory interneurons
(Pfeffer et al., 2013; Rudy et al., 2011); such selective disinhibi-
tion may rapidly reconfigure the cortical network (Lee et al.,
2013; Pi et al., 2013; Fu et al., 2014). However, current under-
standing of CGE interneurons is less advanced than those of
MGE origin. There are fewer well-defined markers for CGE cell
populations and fewer defined TFs for CGE progenitors (Kessa-
ris et al., 2014). It is also more difficult to recognize and charac-
terize CGE subtypes given that their postsynaptic targets are
more heterogeneous and, in many cases, unknown. Interest-
ingly, subpopulations of CGE neurons express both distinct
and common sets of marker genes as in MGE interneurons
(Kessaris et al., 2014). Strategic design of intersection and sub-
traction schemes will improve the precision of targeting CGE
subtypes and likely reveal novel subtypes (Figure 5).Neuron 83, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1297
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Mapping of Progenitors
Based on sulci and bulges along the cerebral ventricle wall, the
subpallium has been parsed into several major subdivisions
along the dorsal-ventral axis, which give rise to GABAergic pro-
jection neurons and interneurons of multiple regions in the cere-
bral hemisphere (Marı´n and Rubenstein, 2001; Nery et al., 2002).
Although useful, these divisions are coarse, as each domain still
generates diverse cell populations. Currently, it is not clear
whether and to what extent finer grain domains and fate-
restricted progenitors reside within each major division.
Subpallial progenitors are shaped by transcription programs
that are acquired at different locations along the ventricle wall
(e.g., due to differential exposure of inductive signals) and at a
given time in their lineage progression. Given the more complex
topology and cellular architecture of the subpallium, progenitor
pools may be more adequately represented by four ‘‘develop-
mental axes,’’ three spatial and one temporal (Figure 5C).
Regarding spatial location, differential TF expression manifests
not only along the ventral-dorsal and rostral-caudal (i.e., x-y)
axis but also along the VZ-SVZ (i.e., z) axis. Regarding temporal
progression, orderly progenitor cell divisions that drive their
amplification and fate restriction proceed in both VZ and SVZ.
Thus, in order to capture fate-restricted progenitors, fate-map-
ping strategies need to incorporate combinatorial and temporal
TF expression.
It is quite clear that individual TF expression patterns in the
subpallium do not perfectly match embryological features: no
single TFs analyzed to date cleanly demarcate the LGE, MGE,
CGE, or POA (Flames et al., 2007; Long et al., 2009). Although
Nkx2.1 is often used as a MGE marker, it is absent from the dor-
sal-most part of MGE and also extends to POA. On the other
hand, combinatorial TF expression may define subpopulations
of progenitors within these divisions (Flames et al., 2007). A care-
ful analysis of combinatorial TF expression proposed 18 subpal-
lium domains that may contain distinct progenitor pools along
the dorsal-ventral axis (Flames et al., 2007). Further, TFs are
often differentially or preferentially expressed in the VZ (RGCs),
SVZ (putative IPCs), and mantle zone (early postmitotic neurons)
(Kessaris et al., 2014). These expression patterns provide the
basis for combinatorial and temporal fatemapping to define finer
grained progenitor pools.
Based on the extensive knowledge on TF expression in the
subpallium (Flames et al., 2007; Kessaris et al., 2014; Long
et al., 2009), we estimate that strategic design of a rather modest
number of 20 Flp and Cre knockin drivers may substantially
improve the resolution to map more fate-restricted progenitors,
trace their trajectory toward interneuron subtypes, and advance
our understanding of GABA subtype specification. It is also
possible that even the same progenitor may give rise to different
classes of interneurons. It is ultimately informative to carry out
fate mapping with clonal resolution (Bartolini et al., 2013; Brown
et al., 2011).
In summary, it is opportune to initiate a larger scale targeting of
GABAergic neurons. It is plausible and feasible that a rather
small number of strategically designed knockin driver lines, on
the order of 50, may target a substantial fraction of GABA sub-
types and progenitors, laying a framework toward achieving a1298 Neuron 83, September 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.census of cortical GABA neurons. It will be useful to combine
fate mapping based on progenitor markers (e.g., Ascl1, which
likely marks fate restricted IPCs) with mature phenotypes (e.g.,
PV) and design combinatorial schemes across developmental
time. This may significantly expand the repertoire of gene com-
binations and thus the possibility to capture more and more
distinct subtypes.
Conclusions and Perspectives
Contemporary exploration of the cerebral cortex is reaching
beyond the tradition of anatomy, physiology, and embryology
and begins to incorporate the intellectual and methodological
strengths of genetics. The basic tenet of the genetic approach
is that the fundamental plan of the cortex is rooted in the genome,
which directs reliable assembly of basic cortical architecture
through evolutionarily conserved developmental programs.
Thus, genetic approaches that engage the intrinsic mechanisms
that build and operate cortical networks are uniquely effective in
penetrating the phenotypic complexity of the cortex, revealing its
inherent cellular specificity, and uncovering its developmental
and organizational logic. Gene-based cell screen and progenitor
fate mapping on a sufficient scale will be necessary and produc-
tive, not only for establishing experimental access but also for
exploring the biological basis of cell type identity and diversity.
Even a modest number of strategically designed driver lines
may provide sufficient coverage of glutamatergic PyNs and
GABAergic interneurons and their progenitors—an achievable
goal in just a few years. Thismay transform howwe study cortical
circuits.
Analogous to Sydney Brenner’s vision of a CellMap for under-
standing biological systems (Brenner, 2010), genetic targeting of
cell types will facilitate the compilation of a Cortical Cell Atlas
(CCA) of multiple dimensions for exploring this complex organ.
Along the spatial axis, CCA is at once an atlas of cell locations,
providing reliable landmarks within an otherwise densely popu-
lated cell jungle. CCAwill further establish coordinates that guide
exploration of the connectivity and physiological action of cells in
the context of circuit operation during behavior. Along the tem-
poral axis, CCAwould connect cell typeswith their predecessors
and progenitors during embryonic development, thereby facili-
tating tracking their assembly into circuits and networks.
Furthermore, it would allow tracking cells during their optimiza-
tion and adaptation in the circuit niche molded by neural activity
and lifelong experience. As the cell is the basic unit of gene
regulation, CCA will also provide an appropriate platform for
incorporating transcriptome maps with cell type resolution and
will facilitate our probing of the molecular basis of cell identity
and diversity. Finally, because neocortical areas receive inputs
from and project outputs to nearly all subcortical structures,
CCA will provide a set of top-down coordinates, e.g., through
the set of corticofugal projection channels, for understanding
brain system organization. In this context, a CCA, even in a skel-
etal form, will begin to establish a solid middle ground that links
‘‘upward’’ to systems neuroscience and ‘‘downward’’ to molec-
ular and developmental neuroscience. Indeed, it may provide the
intellectual and methodological threads with which to ‘‘connect
the dots’’ from genes to cells, circuits, and brain systems, a
major challenge in modern neuroscience (Grillner, 2014).
Neuron
PerspectivePerhaps a useful analogy of using genetic cell targeting for
studying neural circuits is the Global Positioning System (GPS).
GPS is a space-based satellite navigation system that provides
location and time information anywhere on Earth (http://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_Positioning_System), including the
forbidding jungle—to which Cajal alluded metaphorically in
describing the challenge of cortical complexity. In one sense,
the essence of genetic cell targeting is analogous to building
a GPS for the brain—a Gene-based cell Positioning System.
In fact, genetic targeting ‘‘activates’’ specific constellations
of ‘‘cellular satellites’’ that have already been built within each
brain. Once deployed, this neuronal GPS can guide investigators
as they navigate through the fantastically dense cortical terrains,
through its assembly during development, and possibly across
cortices of different species, including the altered landscapes
of individuals with mental illnesses.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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